Functional micro/nanostructures: simple synthesis and application in sensors, fuel cells, and gene delivery.
In order to develop new, high technology devices for a variety of applications, researchers would like to better control the structure and function of micro/nanomaterials through an understanding of the role of size, shape, architecture, composition, hybridization, molecular engineering, assembly, and microstructure. However, researchers continue to face great challenges in the construction of well-defined micro/nanomaterials with diverse morphologies. At the same time, the research interface where micro/nanomaterials meet electrochemistry, analytical chemistry, biomedicine, and other fields provides rich opportunities to reveal new chemical, physical, and biological properties of micro/nanomaterials and to uncover many new functions and applications of these materials. In this Account, we describe our recent progress in the construction of novel inorganic and polymer nanostructures formed through different simple strategies. Our synthetic strategies include wet-chemical and electrochemical methods for the controlled production of inorganic and polymer nanomaterials with well-defined morphologies. These methods are both facile and reliable, allowing us to produce high-quality micro/nanostructures, such as nanoplates, micro/nanoflowers, monodisperse micro/nanoparticles, nanowires, nanobelts, and polyhedron and even diverse hybrid structures. We implemented a series of approaches to address the challenges in the preparation of new functional micro/nanomaterials for a variety of important applications This Account also highlights new or enhanced applications of certain micro/nanomaterials in sensing applications. We singled out analytical techniques that take advantage of particular properties of micro/nanomaterials. Then by rationally tailoring experimental parameters, we readily and selectively obtained different types of micro/nanomaterials with novel morphologies with high performance in applications such as electrochemical sensors, electrochemiluminescent sensors, gene delivery agents, and fuel cell catalysts. We expect that micro/nanomaterials with unique structural characteristics, properties, and functions will attract increasing research interest and will lead to new opportunities in various fields of research.